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NEW WHITE TEA EAU DE PARFUM
A new sensory experience to elevate your wellbeing

FIND your
MOMENT



Welcome to Our Sky Shopping
Discover the joy of Inflight Duty Free shopping with Bhutan Airlines’ Sky Shopping service. We take 

pleasure in offering you an array of Duty Free products from world renowned luxury brands to choose 
from and buy onboard your flight. Please feel free to shop in the sky and enjoy!

Our Sky Shop selection includes Fragrances, Cosmetics, Skin Care, Jewellery, Watches, Accessories & 
Liquor for all occasions, be it a lovely gift for someone special or something special for yourself.

Thank you for flying Bhutan Airlines, and happy Sky Shopping.

Enjoy Your Flight! 

Payment Terms 

Payment is only by cash in USD, INR, THB, BTN. No coins will be accepted. Exchange rates are as per the country's latest 
updated bank rates.
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PERFUMES

DUTY FREE 02

01.
CAFÉ ROSE EDP 100ML

A sensuous haze of pleasure. Café Rose captures the 
untamed sensuality of a refined rose infused with the 
une pected twist of dark co ee. Essences of rose and 
dark co ee reveal sensual depth, while lang ylang 
e udes an opulent floralcy. Coriander, Patchouli and 
Cardamom infuse a spicy warmth to incense esin and 
Sandalwood accords. 

US$ 207

02. 
BEAUTIFUL BELLE EAU DE PARFUM SPRAY 50ML

Modern love is a journey  the first shy moments of 
attraction. The full blown romance. The promise to 
commit forever.

ove breaks all rules.
all head over heels for this irreverent blend of ychee, 

Mimosa, ose Petals, Orange lower, ardenia and 
Marzipan Musk.

omantic, carefree and irreverent.

US$ 109



PERFUMES

DUTY FREE 03

04. 
PLEASURES EAU DE PARFUM SPRAY DUO (30ML X 2)

ouble up on life s simple pleasures. As uplifting as fresh 
flowers after a Spring rain. This clean, sparkling floral is a 
delicately soft blend of notes of ilies, hite Peonies and 
asmine, all aglow with the essence of Baie ose.

US$ 78

03. 
MODERN MUSE EAU DE PARFUM SPRAY 50ML 

Be an inspiration. E perience the fragrance that captures 
your style, your confidence, your creative spirit. An 
alluring contrast of sparkling florals and sleek, sensual 
woods. Two distinctively di erent accords—Sparkling 
asmine Accord and Sleek oods Accord—provide 
an intriguing dual impression. t’s a true innovation in 
fragrance design, as comple  and
fascinating as the woman who inspires it.

US$ 109
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05.
SIGNATURE EDP 75ML

A sublime rose fragrance. At the heart of the Eau de Parfum, the Chlo  rose : dazzling and delicate. A velvety bou uet interlacing floral 
notes of Magnolia and honeyed accents of Amber. The lu urious pleated glass bottle is crowned with a silver plate and enlaced with the 
iconic beige ribbon. A new addictive way to wear Chlo . eminine. Natural. Chic.

US$ 105

06.
LOVE STORY EDP SPRAY 75MLLOVE STORY EDP SPRAY 75MLLOVE STORY EDP SPRAY 75ML

A floral love story, the Maison’s fresh and sensual Eau de Parfum opens the heart with Stephanotis jasmine — the flower of happiness A floral love story, the Maison’s fresh and sensual Eau de Parfum opens the heart with Stephanotis jasmine — the flower of happiness A floral love story, the Maison’s fresh and sensual Eau de Parfum opens the heart with Stephanotis jasmine — the flower of happiness A floral love story, the Maison’s fresh and sensual Eau de Parfum opens the heart with Stephanotis jasmine — the flower of happiness 
— and seduces with luminous Orange blossom notes. The unforgettable essence of seduction and freedom is finished with a padlock — and seduces with luminous Orange blossom notes. The unforgettable essence of seduction and freedom is finished with a padlock 
design to symbolise love and romance. A delicate ribbon knotted casually on the side complements the femininity of the pleated glass. 
Size : 75ml (2.5 fl oz), A fresh floral fragrance, Top : Neroli, Heart : Orange blossom, Stephanotis jasmine, Base : Cedar wood.

US$ 105

PERFUMES
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07. 
NOMADE EDP SPRAY 75ML

Size : 75ml (2.5 fl oz), A woody fragrance with floral notes, Top : Mirabelle plum, Heart : reesia, Base : Oak moss, Embrace a spirit of 
adventurous femininity uplifted by distant horizons and inspiring encounters: Chlo  Nomade Eau de Parfum is a woody fragrance 
with fresh, floral notes.

US$ 105

PERFUMES
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08.
DYLAN PURPLE EDP NATURAL SPRAY 100ML
A fresh, ruity and addictive opening, like a 
tribute to the iced delights of taly and it s iconic 
citrus. The Floral heart is the representation of a 
hypnotic sunset by the water. Purple reflections 
and delicate scented breeze.

US$ 121

PERFUMES
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09.
CANDY GLOSS EDT 50ML

Prada Candy loss is a new e pression of the Prada 
woman, where femininity is e cessive yet tender, and 
where indulgence is always sophisticated. uicy, sparkling 
and intensely joyful : Prada Candy loss is a sensual 
sorbet, sweet as acid cherry and solar as the orange 
blossom. A fruity bou uet with hints of ose and Musk.

US$ 92

10.
GOOD GIRL EDP 80ML

A weapon of seduction for the woman who wears it. 
eveal your good side through the luminous facet 

of tuberose and the best uality Sambac asmine. 
are your bad side through addictive notes of 

roasted Tonka beans and Cocoa.

US$ 114

PERFUMES
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11.
SIGNORINA EDT 50ML

A fragrance to celebrate a girls’s most joyful and vivacious moments. E ceptionally fresh with sensations of ose and 
ice steam coloured with feminine floral and fruity tones on a milky woody dry down.

US$ 84

12.
LADY MILLION EDP 80ML

ady Million. iamond bright because decadence is thrilling. A trail of white flowers awakens the skin with fresh 
notes and e udes an intimate woody warmth.

US$ 116
DUTY FREE 

SIGNORINA EDT 50ML

PERFUMES



13.
WHITE TEA EDP 100ML

hite Tea Eau de Parfum, a concentration of the 
beloved scent, is crafted by master perfumers using 
e uisite ingredients. sing ivaScentz  technology to 
harmonize key hite Tea notes, the fragrance promotes 
a sense of well being. At it s heart is ose in rare forms, 
Mate leaves from South America, enezuelan tonka 
bean, Amberwood, and a trio of Musks.

US$ 66

14.
WHITE TEA MINIATURE SET (10ML X 3)

 hite Tea Original
 hite Tea Mandarin Blossom
 hite Tea inger ily 

rom Elizabeth Arden, the creator several iconic 
and bestselling fragrance collections, the hite 
Tea Collection Mini Co ret includes the original 
crisp and vibrant floral, Mandarin Blossom which 
evokes an air of festivity and inger ily, imbued 
with the uplifting energy of spice and hite 
cedarwood for an earthy sensuality.

US$ 45

13.
WHITE TEA EDP 100ML

hite Tea Eau de Parfum, a concentration of the 
beloved scent, is crafted by master perfumers using 
e uisite ingredients. sing ivaScentz  technology to 
harmonize key hite Tea notes, the fragrance promotes 
a sense of well being. At it s heart is ose in rare forms, 
Mate leaves from South America, enezuelan tonka 
bean, Amberwood, and a trio of Musks.

US$

PERFUMES

DUTY FREE 09
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16.
5TH AVE NYC LOVE EDP 75ML

A romantic fragrance, 5th avenue N C O E layers a 
bou uet of Peony, Orange blossom and ardenia over notes 
of Sandalwood and Patchouli. ith a lingering hint of reen 
pear and Mandarin oil, it’s a beautifully enveloping scent 
that channels the passion of an e hilarating love.

US$ 48

15.
TRUE LOVE EDT 100ML

The essence of eternal love, this romantic floral blends 
top notes of reesia, ily of the valley and hite cloud 
rose with a heart of asmine and otus. 
n closing, it s warm Sandalwood and Cedar base notes 

blend for an e ect as into icating as love, itself.  

US$ 29 

17.
PARFUM EDT 30ML

Paloma Picasso by Paloma Picasso is a Chypre loral fragrance for women. Paloma 
Picasso was launched in . The nose behind this fragrance is rancis Bocris. Top 
notes are Carnation, Coriander, ose, Angelica, Neroli, Bergamot and Amalfi emon  
middle notes are Patchouli, Hyacinth, asmine, lang lang and Mimosa  base notes are 
Oak moss, Civetta, Castoreum, etiver, Sandalwood, Musk and Amber.

US$ 22

PERFUMES
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18.
HAPPYTM PERFUME SPRAY 100ML

A hint of citrus. A wealth of flowers. A mi  of emotions. 
Our best selling women’s fragrance interplays fresh, vibrant notes  uby red 
grapefruit, bergamot  with soft, sensual ones  Hawaiian wedding flower, 
Spring mimosa. ear it and be happy. 

US$ 39

19.
HAPPYTM FOR MEN 100ML

Cool. Crisp. A hint of citrus. A refreshing scent for men. 
ear it and be happy. 

US$ 39

PERFUMES
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20.
OMBRÉ LEATHER EDP 100ML

ast. ntethered. riven. reedom comes from within, the desert heart of the west wrapped 
in leather. t moves forward, untethered, through the still air of wide open space. ust on 
wind, skin on skin, Ombr  eather reveals itself like a landscape in layers, where stretches of 
rock transform into sunrise blonde low on the horizon.

US$ 207
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22.
MINIATURE SET - 
TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE (10ML X 4)

A giftable set of BOSS fragrance miniatures, 
for him.
This set contains:
1 x 10ml BOSS Bottled Eau de Toilette
1 x 10ml BOSS Bottled  Eau de Parfum

  ml BOSS Bottled nfinite Eau de Parfum
1 x 10ml BOSS The Scent Eau de Toilette

US$ 58

16

PERFUMES

21. 
BOTTLED DUO EDT (50ML X 2) - TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

esigned with the modern man in mind, this combines elegance  style in a confident, contemporary fragrance. 
resh  fruity top notes reveal a spicyfloral heart that dries down to a vibrant, masculine harmony of Sandalwood, 

Cedar and etiver.

US$ 94
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23. 
CK ONE EDT (100ML X 2)  - TRAVEL RETAIL EXCLUSIVE

C  One is a naturally clean, pure, and contemporary fragrance with a refreshingly new point of view. This light, rela ed scent is 
meant to be used lavishly. Ck One Eau de Toilette can literally be splashed all over the body. t is an intimate fragrance, one that 
you need to be near to smell.

US$ 60

PERFUMES

24.
EROS MAN EDP NATURAL SPRAY 100ML

A uni ue aura, sensual on the skin, 
reassuringly virile : these are the keys 
to the hymn of love announced by Eros, 
the triumphant and flamboyant seducer. 
A fragrance that interprets the sublime 
masculinity through an intense, vibrant and 
glowing freshness. 

US$ 106
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25.
ARTISAN EDT SPRAY 75ML

ohn arvatos Artisan embodies the lost art of craftsmanship with a modern edge. The distinctly masculine flask is housed in a 
hand woven, rich caramel coloured rattan with signature intricacies that mark a one of a kind creation.

US$ 60

26.
MINIATURE SET (15ML X 3)

This set features three ready for travel ohn arvatos favorite fragrances for men with the modern sophistication  refinement of the ohn 
arvatos fashion collection. Match your mood with scents ranging from woody to citrus. ohn arvatos Heritage Spicy and oody with a hint 

of sweetness, Amber fragrance with Medjool ate, spicy heart of Coriander and Black eather. ohn arvatos Artisan oody loral Citrus 
with fresh notes of zesty Mandarin, inger and Belambre. ohn arvatos intage Aromatic Chypre scent with warm, spicy notes of uince, 
Patchouli and Tobacco leaf. 

US$ 56

MINIATURE SET (15ML X 3)

PERFUMES
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28.
DRAKKAR NOIR EDT SPRAY 100ML

The rakkar Noir man embodies strength, insolence  emotion. Powerful 
 e plosive blend featuring stimulating avender, emon  Mandarine 

orange top notes which play with a warm spicy herbaceous heart ending 
on a powerful oody base.

US$ 33

27.
PASSION FOR MEN COLOGNE SPRAY 118ML

Passion for Men, only Elizabeth Taylor could create such a 
dazzling masculine fragrance. Created to unlock the passion 
in each man who wears it and every woman who comes 
near, this distinctive woody amber fragrance is sensual with 
zesty top notes of inger, Bergamot, Armoise  Clove. At the 
center, spicy notes of Nutmeg, Cardamom, Thyme  Allspice 
are warmed by a velvet touch of anilla and subtle hints of 
e otic oods, Musk  etiver. This intriguing fragrance is a 
long lasting favorite for day into evening.

US$ 29

PERFUMES
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The 
derm-developed 
cult classic.

*Lotion: Clinical testing on 20 Asian women after using product once for 4 hours.
Gel: Clinical testing on 23 Asian women after using product once for 4 hours.

T0 A STRONGER 
BARRIER.*

4 hrs
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Receive a 2-piece travel skincare kit with 
purchase of Dramatically DifferentTM

Moisturizing Gel 125ml Duo.

50ml 50ml

Receive a 3-piece travel skincare kit with
 purchase of 2 sets of Dramatically DifferentTM

Moisturizing Gel 125ml Duo.

50ml 50ml 50ml 30.
DRAMATICALLY DIFFERENT™ MOISTURIZING GEL 125ML DUO

Travel E clusive : iscover the dermatologist developed, oil free moisturizer 
that helps balance and refresh oilier skin types. ramatically i erent 
Moisturizing el hydrates to soften, smooth, improve.

US$ 63

29.
MOISTURE SURGETM ULTRA HYDRATION

Travel E clusive : A trio of moisture must haves.
Enjoy rapid and continuous refreshment with the 
Moisture Surge  Hour Auto eplenishing 
Hydrator. All About Eyes  diminishes the appearance 
of pu s and undereye circles. or an instant boost 
of hydration anytime, anywhere, there’s Moisture 
Surge  ace Spray Thirsty Skin elief. Perfect for use 
in flight.

US$ 99
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31.
FACE & EYE DUO 30/30 CAPSULES

Pure, potent and perfectly paired for your travels : 
Advanced Ceramide Capsules aily outh estoring 
Serum and Advanced Ceramide Capsules aily outh 

estoring Eye Serum together in a set.

This set contains :
Advanced Ceramide Capsules aily outh estoring 
Serum,  capsules Now with advanced technology for 
a youth restoring boost. ete turize and revitalize the 
look of skin for a visibly smoother, firmer and youthful 
appearance. 
New Advanced Ceramide Capsules aily outh estoring 
Eye Serum,  capsules
reduce the appearance of aging signs and revitalize and 
brighten the eye contour. Skin looks firmer, tighter and 
more resilient.

US$ 65

TRANSFORMATIVE TOGETHER.
POWERFUL ALONE,

ADVANCED 
CERAMIDE 
CAPSULES 

DAILY YOUTH 
RESTORING 
EYE SERUM

ADVANCED 
CERAMIDE 
CAPSULES 

DAILY YOUTH 
RESTORING SERUM

FACE & EYE DUO 30/30 CAPSULES

The Beauty of Encapsulated Skincare
PURE: No fillers or flu�, just e�ective, nourishing formulas.

POTENT: Sealed to protect from light and air to keep key ingredients powerful and fresh.

PRECISE: Pre-measured and portable to remove the guesswork from skincare.
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33.
ESSENTIAL COMFORT FIRMING CREAM 75ML

Hypoallergenic, deeply moisturizing and nourishing cream that strengthens the 
appearance of skin elasticity and prevents first signs of ageing with it s 
anti ageing and anti glycation e cacies.

US$ 102

34.
ESSENTIAL COMFORT BALANCING EMULSION 125ML

A comfortable and hydrating skincare emulsion with moisturizing and soothing benefits 
to keep the skin hydrated and smooth.

US$ 62

32.
VISIBLE DIFFERENCE REFINING MOISTURE CRÈME 
COMPLEX 100ML

This classic formula cushions skin with moisture and 
provides an occlusive barrier to prevent moisture 
loss. Seeing is Believing. Tests show a significant 
reduction in the appearance of fine dryness lines 
and a dramatic improvement in skin s appearance. 

ermatologist, allergy and clinically tested.

US$ 29

BEAUTY CULTUREBEAUTY CULTURE



37.
ALL PURPOSE SKIN CREAM 75ML

Made from si  of nature’s most powerful healing ingredients. se as a facial 
moisturiser, eye cream, hair conditioner, lip balm, nail and cuticle conditioner, 
and to treat conditions like eczema, psoriasis and atopic dermatitis. Also perfect 
to help prevent stretch marks, fade scars and heal blemishes.

US$ 35

35.
HYALURONIC ACID MOISTURISING CREAM 
21% ACTIVE COMPLEX 50ML

Barcelona born Skin enerics lu ury Hyaluronic 
Acid Cream el contains 2  of moisturizing 
properties with optimal results after a daily 
use. ith it s ow Molecular eight Hyaluronic 
Acid it penetrates the skin to provide incredible 
daily moisture thanks to it s orean nspired 
formulation and te ture. iglycerin and 
Lipomoist® will boost the skins collagen levels 
whilst ipochroman® is an antioxidant and 
eliminates free radicals. egan, Cruelty ree, 
No parabens, ermatologically Tested.

US$ 33

36.
HYALURONIC ACID MOISTURISING SERUM 28% ACTIVE COMPLEX 30ML

Barcelona born Skin enerics Hyaluronic Acid Serum contains 2  of moisturizing 
properties with optimal results after a daily use. ith it s ow Molecular eight 
Hyaluronic Acid this lu urious serum deeply penetrates the skin to provide daily 
moisture below the skins surface. The Collagen increases the skins elasticity as well 
as containing Aloe era to regenerate the epidermis. The Hawaiian Algae will act as 
a film to avoid dehydration. Cruelty ree, No parabens, ermatologically Tested.

US$ 33
MADE IN UK

MADE IN UK

BEAUTY CULTURE

DUTY FREE 24
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39.
THREE LOVE LIP, CHEEK & EYE TINT STICK (SET OF 3)

Travel light with this trio of multi purpose lip, cheek and eye 
sticks. Create a flawless blush, a soft eyeshade and a bitten lip 
look in one. These cheeky little multi taskers are just perfect 
to pop in your handbag or suitcase for a uick getaway  Three 
ove is a triple delivery formula that works as a sheer blush, 

hydrating lip tint and eyeshade in one. Build and blend as you 
go, adding to the beautiful natural colour payo . Hydration 
is key  enriched with shea butter, a highly moisturising 
ingredient to help soothe and smooth dry or fatigued skin for 
that e ortless pop of colour.

US$ 30

38.
EIGHT HOUR LIP TINT TRIO

Multi award winning Eight Hour® Cream is a must have 
beauty tool for celebrities, models, makeup artists and 
beauty e perts. n the form of a super protective, portable 
stick, it moisturizes, softens and smoothes lips. Helps 
relieve chapped, cracked lips and provides antio idant 
protection with itamin E. Sunscreen ingredients (SP  5) 
guard against the damaging effects of sun e posure. Now 
available in Original, Blush and Berry tinted shades in this 
Travel E clusive set.

US$ 39

40.
RUNWAY READY ARTISTRY PALETTE

ashion takes flight in an essential pan curation for any destination 
artistry. Perfectly packed with ultra versatile, universally faltering neutrals  
in Morphe’s signature matte, metallic, and shimmer finishes  this on trend 
palette guarantees a stylish arrival, day or night, near or far.

US$ 32

BEAUTY CULTURE

39.
THREE LOVE LIP, CHEEK & EYE TINT STICK (SET OF 3)

Travel light with this trio of multi purpose lip, cheek and eye 

38.
EIGHT HOUR LIP TINT TRIO

Multi award winning Eight Hour® Cream is a must have 
beauty tool for celebrities, models, makeup artists and 
beauty e perts. n the form of a super protective, portable 
stick, it moisturizes, softens and smoothes lips. Helps 
relieve chapped, cracked lips and provides antio idant 
protection with itamin E. Sunscreen ingredients (SP  5) 
guard against the damaging effects of sun e posure. Now 
available in Original, Blush and Berry tinted shades in this 
Travel E clusive set.

US$ 39

BEAUTY CULTURE

Travel light with this trio of multi purpose lip, cheek and eye 
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41.
VAMP! LIPSTICK SET OF 3 (NAKED SKIN /
TIMELESS ROSE / ICONIC RED)

E treme colour lipstick with plumping treatment. 
A soft formula that embraces without being 
invasive, combining total glide with incredible 
comfort. The incredible pure and deep colour 
allows the lips to take centre stage. Enriched with 
a special plumping active ingredient for fuller, 
remodelled and defined lips.
The pack includes the following shades: 

   NA E  S N
 2   T ME ESS OSE
   CON C E

US$ 51

42.
VAMP! MASCARA STICK DUO - EXTREME (12ML X 2)

This volume building mascara is revolutionary in 
performance and formula and it is boosted, for an 
immediate e treme effect. our lashes will gain amazing 
volume and intensity right from first stroke. The te ture 
is very pigmented, fluid and it perfectly clings to lashes 
absolutely without weighing them down. The sinuous 
wand, designed by Pupa, has a double section and 
picks up ma imum product uantity to immediately 
release it in a generous and homogeneous way.

US$ 32

BEAUTY CULTURE

DUTY FREE 26
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43.
JET SET OF COLOR SET 
(5 X 3.75ML)

Cajun Shrimp
Big Apple ed

ot The Blues for ed
ou don’t know ac ues

Rapid Dry TopCoat

US$ 20

44.
NUDES ON THE FLY 
(5 X 3.75ML)

Alpine Snow
Bubble Bath
Passion
Barefoot Barcelona
Rapid Dry TopCoat

US$ 20

BEAUTY CULTURE
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45.
TRAVEL TRIO FOR FEET, HANDS & NAILS
(75ML X 2, 15ML X 1) - TRAVEL RETAIL 
EXCLUSIVE

Achieve beautiful eet, Hands  Nails on the 
go with this award winning travel friendly set, 
transforming your eet, Hands  Nails. 

US$ 44

46.
FOOT HYGIENE CREAM 100G

The award winning oot Hygiene 
Cream is an expertly formulated 
treatment balm which will 
transform your feet from the very 
first use.

US$ 33

BEAUTY CULTURE

46.
FOOT HYGIENE CREAM 100G

The award winning oot Hygiene 
Cream is an expertly formulated 
treatment balm which will 
transform your feet from the very 
first use.

US$ 
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O N E  B R A N D:  A  WO R L D  O F  O I L - I N FU S E D  B E AU T Y

DUTY FREE 

47.
TREATMENT TRAVELLER SET (25ML + 50ML) 

Moroccanoil Treatment is the award winning, revolutionary hair product 
that created the buzz on argan oil. nfused with antio idant rich argan 
oil and vitamins, this hair treatment detangles, speeds up drying time 
and boosts shine leaving hair nourished, manageable and smooth. The 
foundation for all hairstyling, it can be used as a conditioning, styling 
and finishing tool.

US$ 39

48.
HAIR REPAIR + MOISTURE TRIO

Moroccanoil epair  Moisture Trio set includes three 
travel sized essentials—all formulated with argan oil—
for weakened hair. se Moisture epair Shampoo and 
Conditioner to gently cleanse and condition, then style 
with Moroccanoil Treatment to smooth, detangle, and 
boost shine.

US$ 35

BEAUTY CULTURE
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TIME PIECES

49.
12.12 UNISEX WATCH

acoste reinvents the acoste 2. 2 for a new generation 
as it reinterprets the brand’s signature watch in a sleek and 
minimalist design. ith a new rounded and faceted 2mm 
case and matt finish bezel, the timepiece is inspired by the 
iconic polo shirt. t features a crocodile at  o’clock, and a 
petit pi u  pattern at the center of the silicone strap and the 
outer of the bold curved dial. 5ATM. 
Two year international warranty.

US$ 99

50.
12.12 LADIES WATCH

The iconic design details of the polo shirt are brought to 
the wrist with a sleek and modern reinterpretation of the 

acoste 2. 2 for her. A petit pi u  pattern on the outer 
of the bold curved dial and the center of the silicone strap 
provides eye catching detail, while a crocodile at  o’clock 
adds signature acoste branding. Two year international 
warranty.

US$ 99
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52.
LADIES AND GENTS WATCH SET

Classic and clean styling with sunray silver te tured dials, gold 
plated hands and hour indices. The polished stainless steel cases 
are fitted with high uality leather straps.

US$ 95

51.
TASHA DUO LADIES WATCH SET

A uni ue concept of two watches for the price of one. One 
timepiece has a sun brushed silver dial, stylishly adorned 
with sparkling crystals set on a magnificent two tone (Silver 
and ose old) bracelet strap. The other timepiece has 
a uni ue, oval dial and seconds sub dial with dazzling 
crystals around it s bezel, set on an elegant black leather strap. 
apanese uartz movements. ater resistant to  ATM m. 
Packed individually in elegant gift bo es, ready to be presented 
as a special gift for a special person, or as a well deserved 
treat for yourself.

US$ 99
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55.
BLUE DIAL WITH BATONS GENTS WATCH

This Sekonda gents watch features a blue dial with day date 
and rubber strap. ater resistant to 5 m.

US$ 42

54. 
HIS AND HER GIFT SET  

This contemporary ladies and gents dual gift set is brought 
to you by Sekonda. The matching watches feature a white 
dial with batons. ith black straps completing the look, these 
watches are perfect for every occasion.

US$ 89

53.  
OCEANIC ROSALINE WATCH AND JEWELLERY SET

A rose gold plated watch with a apanese movement 
embellished with sparkling crystals and Swarovski 

osaline pearls accompanied by a set of matching 
earrings and an elegant pendant on a  chain. 
A chic matching set presented in a made to fit cream 
croc e ect bo .

US$ 99

TIME PIECESTIME PIECES
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56.
44MM SILVERTONE BLACK DIAL MESH STRAP WATCH

mm analog round silver tone stainless steel mesh band 
watch. eatures rose gold tone coin edge bezel with black to 
brown ombre top and a rose gold tone numeral seconds track. 
Multi zone black dial with rose gold tone hands and markers. ial 
features day of the week, date, and 2 hour sub dials. Polished 
silver tone stainless steel mesh band with stainless steel sliding 
adjustable buckle closure. Splash resistant.

US$ 64

57.
44MM SILVERTONE GREEN DIAL MESH STRAP WATCH

mm analog round silver tone stainless steel mesh band 
watch. eatures silver tone coin edge bezel with green top and 
a silver tone numeral seconds track. Multi zone green dial with 
silver tone hands and markers. ial features day of the week, 
date, and 2 hour sub dials. Polished silver tone stainless steel 
mesh band with stainless steel sliding adjustable buckle closure. 
Splash resistant.

US$ 64

58.
MANHATTAN COLLECTION GENTS WATCH - GUNMETAL

This classic yet contemporary timepiece inspired by the 
uni ueness of New ork City features a contemporary stealth like 
gunmetal dial. An alloy metal case, stainless steel case back and 
adjustable mesh band ensures durability.

US$ 58

TIME PIECESTIME PIECES
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59.
ELEGANCE COLLECTION ROSE GOLD LADIES WATCH 

The Elegance Collections features a ose old Tone stainless
steel adjustable mesh strap, faceted mirrored glass  a 2 
stone index sunray dial.

US$ 58

60. 
MOTIF COLLECTION SILVER TONE LADIES WATCH

The Motif Collection, perfect for the everyday wearer. This silver 
tone watch features a rose tone metalized glass bezel. A enuine 

iamond mounted in a miracle setting shines at 2 o’clock.

US$ 58

62.
MULTICOLORED DIAL SILVER LADIES WATCH

mm analog round silver tone adjustable link bracelet watch. 
eatures polished silver bezel and an ombre rainbow dial 

with black outer minute track  silver tone hands and markers. 
Polished silver tone link bracelet and stainless steel fold 
over clasp closure with hidden double push button. Splash 
resistant.

US$ 49

61.
GREY METAL STRAP LADIES WATCH

2 .5  mm analog rectangular two tone adjustable link 
bracelet watch. eatures polished silver tone case and gold
tone bezel. Silver tone dial with black pattern inner track, 
gold tone hands and markers. Polished outer silver tone with 
polished inner gold tone link bracelet band with jewelry clasp 
closure. Splash resistant.

US$ 49

TIME PIECES
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63.
GENTS DIGITAL WATCH

et your over sized igital Chronograph esin Strap take you 
from the o ce to the gym. eatures include time, seconds, day
date, chronograph with lap time, alarm, dual time, 2 2 hour 
time and backlight functions C  isplay. ater resistant to  
Feet.

US$ 42

64.
LADIES DIGITAL WATCH

Statement making in a small package, this petite igital 
Chronograph esin Straps will have you ready to go. esin Strap 
with Buckle Closure eatures include hours, minutes, seconds, 
chronograph, alarm, second time zone and backlight functions 
C  isplay. ater resistant to 5 eet.

US$ 36

65.
BLACK DIAL & BROWN STRAP WATCH 

A classic men’s fashion business watch with a large face design dial, 
date,  pointers and a mineral glass lens for a refined and modern 
touch. Secure earth buckle clasp and fau  leather strap provide 
enhanced comfort and durability. Alloy case and stainless steel 
back for an elegant finish.

US$ 25

BLACK DIAL & BROWN STRAP WATCH 
66.
LADIES WATCH WHITE STRAP AND PURPLE DIAL 

A stylish and versatile women’s watch that’s perfect for day or 
night. eatures  a uartz pointer movement, an elegant violet 
dial, silver shaded bezel, stainless steel back, white vegan leather 
strap and  ATM water resistance.

US$ 18

TIME PIECES



68.
ROSE GOLD 4PCS EARRING PACK

This pretty stud earrings set is the perfect way to mi  up your 
look every day  ith four fun designs to choose from, each in 
polished ose old tone and set with shimmering crystals.

US$ 28

67.
SET OF 6 POLISHED HALF HOOP EARRINGS

Pretty, pretty, pretty an amazing everyday collection of si  
di erent pairs of polished and crystal set of mini hoop 
earrings. An absolute must have for every lady. 
Presented in a Buckley ondon ift Bo .

US$ 28

DUTY FREE 

buckleylondon.com



71.
GOLDEN BIRD NECKLACE

Think of adventure and travelling to new destinations as you 
wear this beautiful bird necklace. Plated in fashionable old, 
this necklace will complete your outfit. This charming necklace is 

cm long, with a clever 5cm e tending chain so you can decide 
your own length

US$ 28

37DUTY FREE 
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69.
DUO BRACELET

A stunning rigid bracelet in mm white and 2mm 
black first uality organic Majorcan Pearls with sterling 
silver elements. A genuine, handcrafted bracelet from 
Or uidea’s traditional pearl factory on the Spanish 
island of Majorca. A classic looking bracelet that can 
complement both a formal and casual look. The bracelet 
wraps around the wrist for a one size fits all. 

US$ 53

70.
STELLA BRACELET SET, GOLD

Stand out from the crowd with the Stella stacking set of 5 
bracelets. ith a variety of te tures, beads, and charms, these 
bracelets have everything you need. The charms  a sun, rainbow, 
stars, hamsa hand and protective evil eye, are on hand threaded, 
stretch fit bracelets that are comfortable to wear and will fit all 
wrist sizes. Perfect for all occasions, the Stella set is presented in 
a gift bo , with a year international warranty.

US$ 35
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73. 
TEMPTATION FLOWER BANGLE SET WITH EARRINGS

elve into the fabulous world of a fairy tale  this gorgeous floral 
bracelet is the perfect present for the ones you love. Beautiful 
flowers and butterflies enameled with love in warm tones, combined 
with sparkling crystals and an elegant black velvet band. Comes with 
a free set of pink earrings. ength :  mm. ith metal slider.

US$ 39

74.
BAR NECKLACE 

EN S T  Show necklace has a logo that is instantly recognisable to 
fans everywhere  Our EN S logo bar necklace is on a delicate chain 
and would look great layered with other necklaces for impact. Made 
from silver plated zinc alloy inch trace chain with a 2 inch e tender.
Supplied on Branded EN S Packaging The Carat Shop are the  
licensed manufacturers of EN S ewellery  Accessories on behalf 
of arner Bros.

US$ 17

72.
SHE BELIEVED SHE COULD SO SHE DID BRACELET  
DUO SET 

A travel e clusive design that’s not available on the high street, this 
silver plated bracelet duo set is the perfect gift or treat for yourself. 
The adjustable slider design makes it easy to wear and the charm 
with message She Believed She Could So She id  has been created 
to inspire and empower.  

US$ 31



76.
UNISEX SUNGLASSES

These Clubmaster style sunglasses o er   coating to protect your eyes from the Sun, 
polarised lenses for cutting out glare and a light and durable polycarbonate frame for all day 
comfort.

US$ 23

75.
BLACK GENTS AVIATOR SUNGLASSES

E perience superior vision and clarity whilst looking and feeling great too with this classic pair 
of Marshall sunglasses.   coated and polarised lenses will protect your eyes from the 
Sun and cut out the glare. Made from ultra lightweight and impact resistant material for 
durability and e treme comfort.

US$ 25

DUTY FREE 39

ACCESSORY WORLD
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78.
ENVELOPE CARD HOLDER - DUSTY PINK

This envelope card holder is the perfect accessory for 
the modern woman. The perfect size for carrying your 
essentials with you wherever you go, it will keep your 
cards protected in style. ith an easily accessible stud 
fastening for all your on the go needs, this card holder 
is as chic as it is practical.

US$ 14

77.
MINIWALLET - POLISHED NAVY 

The Secrid wallet fits every pocket and carries 
up to  cards as well as cash, business cards 
and receipts. t s patented mechanism gives 
access to your most used cards without 
opening your wallet. The aluminum core 
protects your cards from bending, breaking 
and unwanted wireless communication. 
Every day, close to  people assemble our 
products responsibly at social enterprises 
in Holland. After all the various components 
have been assembled, every wallet receives 
it s uni ue serial number as proof of 
authenticity.

US$ 114

ACCESSORY WORLD

79. 
PASSPORT CASE - NAVY
Escape The Ordinary with the Estella Bartlett Navy 
Passport Case. Say Bon oyage and travel in style 
with this colorful on trend holder. t s the perfect gift 
or a treat for yourself.

US$ 15

The Secrid wallet fits every pocket and carries 
up to  cards as well as cash, business cards 
and receipts. t s patented mechanism gives 
access to your most used cards without 
opening your wallet. The aluminum core 
protects your cards from bending, breaking 



80. 
STARRY NIGHT FOLDABLE TOTE BAG

utch artist incent van ogh is one of the world’s 
most well known artists. He only painted for about  
years, yet produced more than 2,  works  all in his 
unmistakable, signature style. One of his most famous 
pieces, The Starry Night, is immortalised on this tote bag. 
Admire those sumptuous swirls and beautiful depiction 
of the nighttime sky wherever you go. ater resistant 
and Certified by OE O TE ® Standard . The bag 
measures 5   2cm and can carry up to 2 kg.

US$ 20

82.
MULTI-FUNCTIONAL SMART WAIST TRAVEL BAG WITH 
RFID BLOCKING COMPARTMENT

Slim, lightweight, multi functional and unise  design with 
 separate compartments that makes it perfect for carrying 

smartphones, money, credit cards or reading glasses. 
Comes with headphone jack cable hole.

US$ 22

measures 5   2cm and can carry up to 2 kg.

US$ 20

81.
MENS WALLET

Men’s ong allet, lap style snap closure on the front, 
 card slots,  window, slip pocket and gusseted pocket.

US$14

ACCESSORY WORLD
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83.
WIRELESS HEADPHONES

Breo wireless headphones o er you premium audio Stylish 
with a gun metal finish plus giving a secure comfortable fit 
with our soft stay in ear kit, perfect for the gym or leisure. 
They include a handsfree device with a built in control 
to skip tracks. ives  hours of talk time and 5  hours 
standby.

US$ 36

84.
LED 5W BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

The E  Pulse is a palm sized 5  CA BON NE T A , 
eco friendly speaker with up to hrs playback. Engineered 
from BPA free plastic and 5  wheat straw. Bluetooth 5. , 

m wireless range, two tone colouring, and a reactive E  
trim. ith  recycled and bio degradable packaging, 
so you know your ne t portable audio e perience won t 
cost the earth.

US$ 25

ACCESSORY WORLD
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86.
SBS SELFIE RING LIGHT

Elevate selfies with the E  Selfie ing ight. Clip it to your 
smartphone for perfect lighting, and adjust brightness with a 
convenient button. deal for selfies, live streaming, or tutorials in 
low light. niversally compatible with any phone. SB Micro SB 
charging cable included for easy recharging. pgrade your selfie 
game e ortlessly.

US$ 29

85. 
ALL-IN-ONE CHARGING CABLE

allroundo®, the all-in-one charging cable, enables charging of all 
common mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. 
The adapters (Micro- USB, Lightning, 2 x USB-C and USB-A) provide 
the right connection and guarantee secure data transfer. 
It's compact size makes allroundo® the perfect travel and everyday 
companion.

US$ 39

ACCESSORY WORLD
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87. 
SELFIE STICK

Take your selfies and groupies to the ne t level of photography with 
this lightweight, sturdy and e tendable monopod. ncludes remote 
Bluetooth shutter,  niche universal screw tripod mount, adjustable 
smartphone holder (which doubles up as an independent stand 
for your phone) and wrist strap. Compatible with all Smartphones 
(Android .  and above, iOS 7 and above), S  and oPro cameras. 

US$ 19

89.
ULTRA SLIM LUGGAGE SCALE

on’t ever worry about e ceeding your luggage allowance with 
this high precision digital luggage scale. t allows you to accurately 
measure up to 5 kg and features and ergonomically designed 
e tended body for an easy and comfortable grip. ncludes batteries.

US$ 15

88.
FLIGHTLITE - POCKET LIGHT

The lightlite  is an amazingly versatile pocket light. ully dimmable 
and e uipped with Memory Power Setting, the lightlite s work light 
and spot light pivot and rotate to direct the light wherever you need 
it. A pocket clip, magnetic base and a kick stand  hanging hook give 
the light ite endless options of hands free lighting. 

 AAA batteries included. 

US$ 15

ACCESSORY WORLD

88.
FLIGHTLITE - POCKET LIGHT

The lightlite  is an amazingly versatile pocket light. ully dimmable 
and e uipped with Memory Power Setting, the lightlite s work light 
and spot light pivot and rotate to direct the light wherever you need 
it. A pocket clip, magnetic base and a kick stand  hanging hook give 
the light ite endless options of hands free lighting. 

 AAA batteries included. 

US$ 15
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91. 
TSA 3-DIAL COMBINATION LOCKS (SET OF 2)

 ltra strong steel cable system
 le ible cable feeds through small zipper holes
 No keys re uired  easy set  dial combination
 obust zinc alloy and steel construction
 TSA Accepted  security personnel can access without damaging the lock

US$ 20

90. 
ZIPSTAR MOBILE SCREEN MAGNIFIER

This magnifier acts like a phone projector magnifying your phones screen 2 to  times the size. Perfect for watching movies 
whilst travelling. O ers an e cellent viewing e perience as it helps reduce strain on your eyes allowing you to enjoy your smart 
phone even more. Compact and lightweight it folds up easily to provide protection whilst not in use. Suitable with nearly all 
smartphones.

US$ 12

ACCESSORY WORLD
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93.
MAGIC RAINBOW SCRATCH NOTES

se the plastic stylus to reveal bright colours that are 
hidden underneath a matte coating. ot notes, sketch 
doodles and create great designs. Perfect for keeping 
the children occupied whilst travelling.

US$ 7

94/95.
LED SPORTS DARK BLUE AND GREEN WATCH

un and vibrant digital time and date E  watch for kids. 
Silicone straps. Measurements : 2   2  cm.

US$ 12 (Each)

DUTY FREE 47

CHILDREN’S GIFT

92.
BOUNCE - LITTLE MISS AND MR.MEN

Enjoy playing these rapid memory recall and ’Spot the 
i erence’ games featuring the famous ittle Miss and Mr. 

Men characters. un for all the family. deal as a gift or for 
keep kids entertained on a long journey.

US$ 15
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96. LIFETRONS WORLDWIDE TRAVEL 
ADAPTOR WITH 2 USB PORTS

98. SEKONDA LADIES TWO TONE
 THREE PIECE GIFT SET 

SPECIAL 
PROMOPROMO

96. LIFETRONS WORLDWIDE TRAVEL 
ADAPTOR WITH 2 USB PORTS

97. SEKONDA LADIES SKELETON WATCH

99. TEMPTATION MAGNET BROOCH SET ''MAGNETIZE IT''

ADAPTOR WITH 2 USB PORTSADAPTOR WITH 2 USB PORTS

99. TEMPTATION MAGNET BROOCH SET ''MAGNETIZE IT''

97. SEKONDA LADIES SKELETON WATCH

US$ 26

 THREE PIECE GIFT SET 

US$ 54 US$ 22

US$ 54
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104. BÜBI COLLAPSIBLE MULTI-USE BOTTLE104. BÜBI COLLAPSIBLE MULTI-USE BOTTLE

101. YAZOLE CONTEMPORARY DIGITAL MENS WATCH

104. BÜBI COLLAPSIBLE MULTI-USE BOTTLE104. BÜBI COLLAPSIBLE MULTI-USE BOTTLE

102. THUMBS UP! APP CLOCK

US$ 40

US$ 23

104. BÜBI COLLAPSIBLE MULTI-USE BOTTLE104. BÜBI COLLAPSIBLE MULTI-USE BOTTLE

US$ 16

US$ 23

US$ 20

100. MYFIRST 3D PRINTING PEN

103. ESTELLA BARTLETT LIVE AS YOU 
DREAM SILVER PLATED BANGLE
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105. 
ROYAL SALUTE 
21 YEAR OLD THE SIGNATURE BLEND 
SCOTCH WHISKY 70CL

The ultimate tribute. A prestigious and 
sumptuous blend of the finest and rarest 
whiskies from Scotland, has been aged for 
a minimum of 2  years in oak casks before 
the Master Blender created this work of 
art. t s newly streamlined shape gives it a 
timeless look, embraces prestige, power 
and grace. Bottles available in a random 
assortment of sapphire, ruby, and emerald.

US$ 186

106. 
MARTELL
CORDON BLEU 1L

Martell Cordon Bleu is the perfect emblem 
of the Martell style, remarkable for it s 
elegance and aromatic comple ity. 
Cognacs can be classified into several 
di erent groups, but most connoisseurs 
agree that Martell Cordon Bleu is in a class 
of it s own.

US$ 290

107. 
MARTELL
NOBLIGE 1L

A superbly stylish cognac whose name 
refers to the old rench saying Noblesse 
Oblige , encapsulating the duty of 
commitment incumbent on people of high 
rank, Martell Noblige is intended for those 
who prize the natural elegance of a great 
cognac.

US$ 113

50 DUTY FREE 
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108.
BALLANTINE’S
21 YEAR OLD SCOTCH WHISKY 70CL

The connoisseur’s blend of whisky, 
Ballantine’s 2  ear Old has supreme 
credentials. A sparkling gold colour,  floral 
nose and aromatic palate give it a delightful 
comple ity. iscerning connoisseurs 
regard Ballantine’s 2  ear Old as the 
premium Scotch whisky. This sophisticated 
blend is a whisky to savour.

US$ 152

109. 
BALLANTINE’S
17 YEAR OLD SCOTCH WHISKY 70CL

Ballantine’s 7 ear Old is a prestigious 
whisky whose recipe, and careful 
combination of malt and grain whiskies 
from every region of Scotland, has 
remained unchanged for over 75 years. 
t s clear golden amber colour, refined 
sweet oak nose and luscious body make it 
one of the world’s most highly acclaimed 
classic whiskies. 

US$ 84

110.
CHIVAS REGAL
18 YEAR OLD SCOTCH WHISKY 75CL

A super premium edition of the Chivas 
egal House style. Chivas egal  marries 
5 flavor notes to create a uni ue whisky 

with e ceptional comple ity, depth and 
flavor. A special and rare blend created by 
Master Blender Colin Scott.

US$ 94

51DUTY FREE 



YOUR DUTY FREE ALLOWANCES
THE  DUTY FREE ALLOWANCES ARE PROVIDED AS A GUIDELINE AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

REFUND OR REPLACEMENT SERVICE AND POLICIES

IMPORTANT NOTICE

n All products carry a 100% guarantee of authenticity.
n Some items may not be available due to space limitations. Should a product of your choice not be available, please accept our             
  apologies.

Transit passengers will have restrictions on the carriage of liquids; aerosols and or gels (LAG’s) due to airport security reasons. 
Regulations differ from airport to airport. As such, it is advised to check with our cabin crew for further information.

Please note that refunds/replacements can only be made if it applies to the conditions below:

- Defective items must be returned for replacement only if prior notification has been given within 48 hours of        
 purchase.
- Defective items must be returned in its original condition, unworn or unused and in its original packaging with the 
 sales receipt or all related traveling documents (e.g. boarding pass, copy of e-ticket receipt) to Bhutan Airlines. 
 Upon safe receipt of returned goods, we can issue a refund or a replacement.

- Replacement of goods will be mailed directly to customer’s address and will include any incurred postage cost.
- Bhutan Airlines will not accept items which have been damaged due to abuse, misuse, accidents, alterations or 
 appear to have been used. Dutiable items may not be replaced due to local customs regulations. These may    
 include fragrances and cosmetics.

- Bhutan Airlines will refund money only if there is no stock of the items to be replaced.

- No refund will be made for liquids, aerosols or gels (LAG’s) that are confiscated by the airport security at LAG’s        
 affected airports.

Please direct your inquiries to the address below. 

Ugyen Namgyel
Dy. General Manager Duty Free Services

(Tashi Air Pvt. Ltd)
Paro International Airport
Paro, Bhutan
Mobile No: +975-77111425
E: ugyen.namgyel@bhutanairlines.bt

BHUTAN Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (60ml of Perfumes)

BANGKOK Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (Reasonable Quantity)

INDIA Spirits (2 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (60ml)

NEPAL Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (Reasonable Quantity)








